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Thursday, July 14, 2011

#11: GFW Radio (2006)

GFW Radio, produced by 1UP.com, was just as big a powerhouse in the podcasting
world as 1UP.com's flagship show, 1UP Yours. Fondly remembered for the
consistent side-splitting comedy and oft-intelligent commentary, even three years
after its close, GFW Radio remains spectacularly entertaining and prescient. 

Credits 
1UP Yours was a production of 1UP.com and Ziff Davis. Archives are available at
1UP.com. The program starred Jeff Green, Shawn Elliott, Darren Gladstone, Ryan
Scott, and Sean Molloy. Guest appearances were made by Scott Asnault, Garnett
Lee, and Jane Pinckard. The musical sting at the beginning of the episode was
composed by Simon Harrison. The closing sting was the Yankee Stadium RBI tone.
The closing song was Mambo Number 5 by Lou Bega. Additional music came from
The Kings of Jazz compilation album. 
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Tags: 1UP.com, 2006, Darren Gladstone, Gaming, GFW Radio, Jeff Green, Ryan

Scott, Sean Molloy, Shawn Elliott

Jeff Green 
Jeff Green joined Ziff Davis in 1991 and immediately began work on the publishing
house's computer gaming magazines. His long tenure and dedication to the
profession saw him become a popular figure among readers and listeners. As
editor-in-chief of Games for Windows magazine, he led the magazine's podcast.
Green left the 1UP Network in September of 2008. 

Shawn Elliott 
Elliott joined the 1UP Network early on in its construction, beginning work at
Computer Gaming World (later Games for Windows Magazine) and Electronic
Gaming Monthly. Initially he was given waste games to review owing to his funny
and canny writing style. He made a name for himself on 1UP Yours' sister podcast,
GFW Radio. In 2008 he left Ziff Davis to work for Irrational Games. 

Darren Gladstone 
Gladstone was drafted on at Computer Gaming World magazine given his expertise
with personal computers. He became a senior editor at the magazine before
departing for PC Gamer magazine, and then went on to work for Hewlett-Packard. 

Ryan Scott 
Ryan Scott joined CGW magazine and was promptly put in charge of creating demo
disks. He gradually rose up in the ranks at Ziff Davis and 1UP, ultimately becoming
executive editor, before being terminated and starting the Geekbox podcast. 

Sean Molloy 
Sean Molloy joined the cast of the podcast in 2006, taking over producing duties.
Prior to the podcast, Molloy had worked on Computer Gaming World magazine. In
2008 Molloy left 1UP.com to work for Blizzard Entertainment. 

Guest starring (left to right): Garnett Lee, Jane Pinckard

23 comments:

Anonymous July 14, 2011 at 7:55 PM

Jeff joined Ziff Davis when I was born, I grew up to love his podcasts. FEEL
OLD JEFF?!?! 
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Also, probably one of the best podcasts in its day. Jeff and Shawn both had
a miraculous dichotomy of being supremely intelligent people while also
having a fantastic sense of humor. The jokes were hilarious but hearing
out loud how these guys critiqued games, it was clear they were incredibly
knowledgeable. 

I feel those were the two driving forces for this podcast. Shawn went on to
be a developer, which seems perfect. He talked about in a few shows some
ideas for already made games that would make them better and they all
sounded genius. Can't wait to see Infinite (the first title he's worked on). 

Jeff Green went on to be Jeff Green. A fatherlike figure (now an actual
father) who gave off a presence of incorruptible ethics and standards. Too
bad his time at EA didn't work out for him but glad he's having fun at
PopCap! 

Thanks for putting this up.

Reply

Anonymous July 14, 2011 at 8:14 PM

P.S. Your mic fades in and out for some weird reason. 

P.S.S. I renamed my gamertag "TheBrodeo" because of this podcast.

Reply

ediddy999 July 14, 2011 at 8:21 PM

I just got turned on to this site and I am glad I did. Thanks! I've been
waiting for something like this. 

GFW Radio is still my all-time favorite podcast.

Reply

walk_star July 14, 2011 at 8:37 PM

Was Gary Whitta not on these??

Reply

TomKinAsia July 14, 2011 at 8:57 PM

@walk_star Gary Whitta I believe was on the competing magazine/podcast
PC Gamer.

Reply

Anonymous July 14, 2011 at 11:05 PM

Thanks for editing and hosting these! 
--Shawn Elliott

Reply

Anonymous July 14, 2011 at 11:36 PM

Shawn Elliott the best podcaster of all time. I caught on to GFW Radio in
2007 and might not have heard all the best stuff from 2006 so this is
awesome. When the show really hit its stride (imo) in early 2008 I was
completely addicted.

Reply

Anonymous July 15, 2011 at 1:08 AM

This is awesome. 

But Blip.tv sucks as a host! I've got to start and stop the download because
it keeps stalling. It's weird!

Reply

Witness 
2013 

•

Sampler 
2011; 2012; 2013 
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Reply

Anonymous July 15, 2011 at 1:38 AM

GFW Radio AKA the greatest podcast of all time.

Reply

Anonymous July 16, 2011 at 4:07 AM

hahaha, im loosing it, ryan likes Guild Wars, and Auto Assault people are
allready thinking about Tabula Rasa.

Reply

Anonymous July 16, 2011 at 4:36 PM

I think Darren went to work for PC World, not PC Gamer

Reply

Anonymous July 18, 2011 at 9:26 PM

The download starts fast, but it stops after getting about halfway. Very,
very frustrating. Can it be posted on MegaUpload, Rapidshare, etc.?
Whatever hosts these files is terrible.

Reply

Anonymous July 18, 2011 at 9:34 PM

PLEASE host this file somewhere else. I REALLY want to listen to it, but I
can only download a bit of it, then it stops...

Reply

Anonymous July 19, 2011 at 12:40 PM

Left the download going for 2 hours, never got beyond 20%.

Reply

George B July 21, 2011 at 2:23 PM

Just be patient, it will finish. You can pause and resume the file to jump-
start it. It's a blip tv thing. 

Relax, all good things will come in time.

Reply

This Year July 21, 2011 at 6:08 PM

We are aware with the problems with this episode (in terms of
downloading from the blip.tv server) and are working on getting this
episode back up again. Sorry for any inconvenience caused.

Reply

This Year July 21, 2011 at 6:29 PM

The episode should be available for download now. We reuploaded at a
higher quality; 128 kbp/s.

Reply

Anonymous July 27, 2011 at 2:44 PM

Would love to see 2007 and 2008 also. THANK YOU!

Reply
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Anonymous July 28, 2011 at 1:54 PM

Yes, please do some nice, long recaps of 2007 and 2008. A top 40 show
similar to the one for 1up Yours would also be appreciated!

Reply

Anonymous July 28, 2011 at 1:55 PM

You should also do recaps of EGM Live, 1up FM and retronauts.

Reply

Omega998 October 30, 2011 at 8:51 PM

This was one of the best podcasts EVER. I will always remember this as the
podcast that got me into PC games and ultimately made me a happier
person. Much luck to all who helped make The Brodeo what it was.

Reply

Anonymous November 19, 2011 at 12:18 PM

So listening to this inspired me to download all the episodes from later
years, and they're amazing. You have to do a 2007 episode, if only for
Shawn's first Hero of the Internet style intro.

Reply

Andrew Whitehead December 14, 2012 at 12:47 AM

This is hardly a best of. Hate to be a hater, but 15 minutes of talk about
Auto Assault followed by talking about now six or seven year old computer
hardware is not what made this show great. I'm constantly jumping
forward on this one. Bad job. Sorry.

Reply

All clips from shows are copyright their respective owners. Powered by Blogger.
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